The Fugabella® Eco
Classic collection offers an
array of timeless colours
in which the strength of
tradition is the salient
feature.

Design
Collection
The Fugabella® Eco
Design collection
showcases the aesthetic
appeal of surfaces which
express the ultimate in
contemporary design and
state-of-the-art trends.

01 White

02 Light Grey

03 Pearl Grey

04 Iron Grey

05 Anthracite

06 Black

07 Jasmin

08 Bahama Beige

51 Silver

50 Pergamon

45 Limestone

52 Dove Grey

44 Cement Grey

48 Coffee
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Classic
Collection

Certified, eco-friendly, naturally bacteriostatic and fungistatic,
rapid setting and hardening mineral grout stabilized with pure
NHL 5 natural lime mortar for extremely colour-fast joints from
2 mm to 12 mm in thickness, ideal for use in GreenBuilding.
Fugabella® Eco Flex is very easy to clean and surfaces are
quickly ready for normal use, even at low temperatures, ensuring
resistance by creating a water-drop effect on floors and coverings
exposed to heavy rainfall or frequent washing.
®
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In very little time Fugabella® Eco Flex reaches
high levels of compressive strength and abrasion
resistance, meaning surfaces are very quickly
safe to walk on.
The high degree of flexural strength ensures
the grout will withstand even the highest stress
applications.
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MAXIMUM COLOUR
FASTNESS

Fugabella® Eco Flex has been the object of
intense research and improvement in order to
determine maximum colour fastness. This is
achieved by exposing the product to degradation
by direct sunlight at ground level and also by
simulating the same degree of radiation filtered
through the glass of a window.
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12
Collections of 14 colours: Classic and Design
Superior flexibility
Water-repellent with water-drop effect
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* ÉMISSION DANS L’AIR INTÉRIEUR Information sur le niveau d’émission de substances volatiles dans l’air intérieur, présentant un
risque de toxicité par inhalation, sur une échelle de classe allant de A+ (très faibles émissions) à C (fortes émissions).

 YDRO REPELLENT H
LOW ABSORPTION

Fugabella® Eco Flex has been designed using
exclusive, waterproofing polymers which act
on the surface tension of the grout, ensuring a
superior degree of water repellence with waterdrop effect and total resistance to the direct
action of rainfall and frequent and high-pressure
washing.
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NATURALLY
ANTIBACTERIAL

Fugabella® Eco Flex has been the object of
intense research and improvement in order to
determine natural bacteriostatic and fungistatic
activities that react to any microbial attack. CSTB,
the French Scientific Centre for Construction, has
put together and perfected an original way of
simulating grout contamination using a bacterial
and fungal spray.

